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TWO Kinds of  Advocacy: 

• The moral imperative - end slavery,  end growth economics, overshoot

• The politically possible:  electrify transportation, give credits for wind energy,  give 
rebates for electric car purchases, a series of small measures on the right trajectory.



PATHWAYS HAS THE IMPLICATION THAT YOU CAN CHOOSE TO FOCUS ON EITHER OR                     
BOTH KINDS OF ADVOCACY



• It is time to recognize that the climate change crisis is but a symptom of a complex of interrelated 
problems that threaten life on Earth, the root of which is humankind’s failure to comprehend that 
economic growth as indicated by year-over-year increases in Gross Domestic Product cannot be 
sustained on a planet with a finite endowment of material resources. There are limits to growth (Club of 
Rome 1972). - John Hollins







What exactly changed in Britain and the Atlantic world –

and indeed in Parliament – in the years between 1600 and 

1807? There seems to have been a shifting 

of the tectonic plates; a small series of 

movements which produced massive 
consequences.



municipal/provincial. federal

Lunatic 
fringe

Mass demonstrations 

Boycotts

Letter writing and opinion pieces 

presentations to influencers 

Presentations to decision-makers 

Note that COLLABORATION with other organizations, groups and individuals much more powerful and often required

What is your skill & knowledge set, psychological comfort level, and 
access to influence?  Everything helps.
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• Use  GREEN electricity to replace 
fossil fuel energy used in 

buildings and transportation



• Phase out, transition away fairly, stop
the production of most oil and gas –

period.



3. Use  a dynamic systems model like CANESS (already 
available in Canada) to model the physical 

infrastructure changes required to reduce carbon.



The UNIQUE Pathways Finding is that:  a new method needs to be used to find pathways that 
actually work, prior to setting ghg targets:

3. To know what is possible we need to employ  a dynamic systems model like CANESS ( already 
available in Canada) to model the physical infrastructure changes required to reduce carbon.

We require a dynamic systems model which represents the 

physical state of Canada’s energy system over time - for the 

observed past and for alternative future scenarios. Changes 

considered by decision-makers may be incorporated in 

scenarios, but are constrained by the underlying physical 

accounting framework. This permits finding pathways to meet 

various targets that can actually reach those targets. 

( Price signals alone will not tell us how much ghgs can actually be 
reduced: by closing three coal-fired plants, eliminating 20% of 

gasoline powered cars or heating 100,000 homes with geothermal vs 
natural gas – these options and choices need to be modelled to 

establish realistic targets and desperately needed short term 
milestones. Much work is required province by province to consider 

infrastructure projects required) 



The Key Three Messages from Pathways: Our modelling has discovered that to approach 
reduction targets we must

1. Phase out, transition away fairly, stop the production of  most oil and gas – period.

2. Use  GREEN electricity to replace fossil fuel energy in transportation, and buildings
{in buildings, codes, retrofits, solar, geothermal, air to air and ground source heat pumps will assist}

3. To know what is possible we need to employ  a dynamic systems model like CANESS (already available in 
Canada) to model the physical infrastructure changes required to reduce carbon.





Summary  CACOR ADVOCACY REQUIREMENTS

1. KNOW the messages. Take people to our website.
2. Use all individual options: social media, letters,  Candidates, Your MP and to Cabinet Ministers 

opinion pieces, personal contacts, presentations to community groups and NGOs; federal,+ 
provincial  - reference links to CACOR documents

3. Make links to other organizations and seek to make presentations , influence them
4. Create a CACOR Advocacy group linked to Board and Communications Committee: ensure 

presentations ready to go and people to deliver and line up presentations
5. Seek advice from those who know .ie. Catherine McKenna
6. Board to authorize Key organizational messages all can use in name of CACOR
7. Obtain meetings for presentations to Deputy or ADMs, Senior Policy advisors  Environment, 

Finance, Natural Resources, Infrastructure, Transportation, Innovation, Science and Industry 
Privy Council   Use departmental assistants to phone and ask who best to meet with

8. Request to speak at committee hearings – and/or prepare briefs to Committees – i.e. budget 
committee

9. Include Senate requests to present various opportunities but concentrate on Cabinet and MPS –
opposition as well

10. Core Pathways Advocacy Group to work on Net Zero Advisory Group  and on Canadian Institute 
for Climate Choices  requesting time to make presentations:  Contact their members and board 
members

11. Don’t quit.



BUDGET   DATES  FEDERAL



Each year, the various departments that make up the Government (for example, Health, Transportation, 
Foreign Affairs, Dept of Defence, Industry, CRA, etc.) submit what are called 'The Main Estimates' to The 
Treasury Board Secretariat. These documents identify the planned expenditure of each department, linking 
these proposed expenses to programs, to objectives and ultimately to the priorities of the current ruling 
Government. 

The Treasury Board Secretariat combines these budget estimates and compiles an initial proposed budget. 
From there, the Cabinet and Prime Minister's Office adjust the budget based on a series of economic, social 
and political factors. In reality, decisions are usually made with the primary intent of re-election and so often 
include advantages for key regions and lobby groups.

Following the budget, Parliament (the Canadian Parliament) will pass an Appropriation Act (called the 'Interim 
Supply') which will allow individual departments to spend 3/12th of their annual budget. (The Government of 
Canada Fiscal Year runs from April 1 to March 31.) This partial authority enables Parliament to spend more 
time in examining the Estimates documents. In June, Parliament appropriates the full supply.

NOTE:   It is not only Finance and Environment one should advocate to.
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